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Abstract
In this paper I consider the concept of time in a general way as daily human time and then within physics with relation to
mathematics. I consider the arrow of time and then focus the attention on quantum mechanics, with its particular peculiarities,
examining important concepts like temporal asymmetry, complexity, decoherence, irreversibility, information theory, chaos
theory. In conclusion I consider the notion of time connected to a new theory in progress, called “Primordial Dynamic Space”
theory.
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Introduction

The problem of time is one of the fundamental problems
of human existence; even before being the subject of
philosophical investigation, it constitutes the man’s everpresent problem, since even in an unconscious way it
is intrinsically linked to our life. From the viewpoint of
existential philosophy, it also involves the problem of the
destiny of man, considered only indirectly by mathematical
and naturalist philosophy. It is in fact over time that the
destiny of human existence is realized.

A double meaning is linked to the concept of time: on
a hand we have the fear, the worry, which temporalize the
being, on the other hand the hope, the change produced by
creative activity. This dualism is intrinsic in the structure of
the person, in the sense of union between the changeable
and the immutable. Time is therefore a change in two distinct
meanings: as development of life and as death.
The man’s destiny is fulfilled in time, in the past and
in the future; but this past and this future exist only in the
present. Furthermore, the past can be considered under a
double aspect: the past that has existed and is now over, and
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the past that still lasts in the present and which exists in the
present memory as a transfigured past.

The relation between the three dimensions of time
involves another very important existential aspect: how
to act so that a painful past no longer exists and so that a
beloved present continues to exist and does not die in the
past.

Time is for some aspects an evil and its passing can
be sad. This evil consists in the impossibility of savoring
the present in all its fullness, due to the impossibility of
completely freeing yourself by the sadness of the past and
the fear of the future.
The joy of living the present moment as total fullness
is always denied by the elapse of time. Without the loss of
many things of the past, the man should not be able to live; a
total memory would destroy him. This need to forget the past
denotes an evil of time.

The temporal dualism becomes evident in the present
moment. The instant can be seen as a small fraction of time,
an infinitesimal fraction between the past and the future; but
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we can also see it as not belonging to time, as instant that
cannot be divided into past and future. This problem has
evident links to our age, dominated by technology and by
speed.

The value of the instant is lost in it, which becomes
only a means for the following instant. Time becomes thus
an accelerated time, where the man is leaning towards the
future and his ego decomposes in this temporal speed, losing
the unity that is instead deeply connected to the unity of the
indivisible moment.
The time-man relation is for some aspects paradoxical:
on a hand the person is change, realization over time, on the
other hand she/he is immutability, unity through the change,
and therefore is damaged by time.

Another fundamental problem closely connected with
time is the problem of death. Death occurs in time, resides in
life and is its end. In the relation between time and infinity, we
can consider two meanings: a quantitative and a qualitative
one. Time seen as quantitative infinite brings death with it;
on the other hand, victory over death and healing from the
evil of time is linked to the meaning of qualitative infinity of
time or eternity [1].
The intensity of our inner life can change the character
of time; time that can accelerate or slow down in relation
to the richness of life has no mathematical character [2].
Two of man’s greatest problems, namely the problem of
the foundation and the problem of the future, are both
inseparably linked to time and reveal it as the intimate
destiny of man. The human existence is immersed in time; its
origin and conclusion seem to go beyond it.

The notion of time is present in all areas of thought
that reflect and study the reality and the human being, from
mathematics to physics, from philosophy to neurosciences.
The problem of time escapes our senses and mathematics
and physics often lead to results that are logically far from
the ordinary human thinking.

Mathematically, time is indicated as a variable t present
in the equations; time flows and the term t defines some
dynamics. Time can be defined on an oriented line, each
instant is in a one-to-one correspondence with a point of this
line. When we graphically represent a movement in space,
time is considered as if it were another spatial dimension.
This is a static way of interpreting time, there is also the
dynamic way, related to the flow of time [3].
In particle physics, space-time is flat, rigid and static;
in general relativity it is curved, flexible and dynamic;
they are two different conceptions of time. The canonical
scientific theories developed to date use different notions
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of time (differentiable time, time in different dimensions,
non-continuous time) and there are also time-independent
theories [4].

The subjective time, as memory of every moment of
the present of our consciousness, has an asymmetrical
structure and is elastic. The past seems written, frozen; we
can remember it, but we can no longer hear that it runs. The
future appears uncertain, not firmly attached to reality. In
everyday life, past and future are not equivalent; there is a
relative condition due to our consciousness.
Time flows constantly, even if our perception of its
flow varies according to our emotional state; when we say
that time runs quickly, we imagine something flowing at an
increasing speed. This sensation is not actually time, it is
the different way in which we emotionally experience the
running reality [5].

To date, it has been not fully possible to demonstrate, on
a scientific level, that time exists and flows from a past to a
future. The human being appeals to basic personal feelings,
to the fact that we are witnessing our aging, to the fact that
disorder, in a closed system, spontaneously grows [6].
The concept of arrows of time has been studied in
relation to irreversibility. It seems difficult to be able to untie
the concepts of change and invariance, two contradictory but
inseparable components in the human effort to understand
reality; it seems not possible to fully explain the change
without referring to the invariance, and vice versa.
Within physics and science in general, there are
different times, reflections on cosmological, thermodynamic,
gravitational, biological arrows of time; each of them is
based on different principles, and it is difficult to determine
whether one is more fundamental than the others [7-9].

Mathematics has been studied and used since ancient
times; however, it is starting by Descartes, Galileo and
Newton that the mathematical language has been elevated
to the rank of true language of Nature, allowing to talk about
phenomena and make predictions.

In some cases it is possible to create, starting by
differential equations with respect to time, solutions in which
the parameter t is completely eliminated; as example, from
the time-dependent solutions of Newton’s equations for an
orbital motion, r(t) and α(t), one can build time-independent
solutions r(α). The motions in the universe could be replaced
by timeless trajectories in a larger space of configurations.
This is an interesting theme, because it demonstrates how
the interpretation of the t parameter can present many more
aspects than we think, and also, in some sense, leads to the
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elimination of a generic absolute time.

The mathematized time of physics does not exhaust the sense
of lived time, not more than lived time gives the intuition of
all aspects of physical time. The simplest scheme adopted by
science consists of a homogeneous one-dimensional (1D)
time, composed of instants that follow one by another in an
identical way. According to the thinking of some authors, it
would not grasp the essential nature of the duration of the
true time of life, which is continuous invention, continuous
emergence of novelty [10]. A current line of research
considers a time-invariant flat universe, which goes beyond
the Big Bang model and refers to the two concepts of
fundamental time and emergent time [11].

Time and Irreversibility

The theme of time irreversibility of physical theories
has been the protagonist of heated debates over years in
classical and quantum physics. Problems arose with the birth
of thermodynamics, in particular in relation to the principle
of growth of entropy in a closed system, having found a
temporally asymmetric fundamental law.

The temporal asymmetry of the reality surrounding us
seems to be quite evident. We are witnesses of irreversible
phenomena and we feel that there is a substantial difference
between past and future. This evident asymmetry of Nature
is in contrast with the laws of classical dynamics, symmetrical
by time inversion, namely invariant with respect to the
change of the time variable t into - t.

The attempt to reconcile classical mechanics with
thermodynamics began with Boltzmann’s work. He noted
that the microstates, that became states with higher entropy
after a time evolution, were much more probable than those
that became states with lower entropy. In essence, the time
reversibility of the Newtonian law of evolution leads to the
conclusion that entropy should increase towards the future
and, symmetrically, also towards the past [12].

Over years, various solutions have been sought for
this problem, from the treatment of entropy as a function
of probability distributions to the question of special
initial conditions, resorting to the use of asymmetric
temporal boundary conditions. This led to the query of
why the macroscopic world, which should spring from the
microscopic one, regulated by quantum laws, shows evident
signs of temporal asymmetry, i.e. of irreversibility.
In physics, irreversible phenomena often occur, to the
point of having created cases of hypothetical arrows of time
in various physical disciplines. We can think, as example:
• To the phenomenon of electromagnetic radiation,

•

•
•

in which there are delayed and advanced solutions,
although only the first ones seem to occur in Nature;
To the self-organization of matter, in physical and
biological processes, which has been of enormous
importance in Prigogine’s reflections. It is known that
global entropy, when the surrounding environment is
considered, always grows in harmony with the second
law of thermodynamics, but in relation to the single
system (for example a cell) we can witness an entropic
decrease [13];
To the law of exponential decay, concerning unstable
physical systems;
To gravity, although its time direction may be linked to a
query of initial conditions; gravity describes an attraction
in both time directions, since Newton’s equations are of
second order with respect to time.

Superposition and Entanglement

The superposition of quantum states represents an
anomaly compared to what happens in classical physics;
this derives by the fact that quantum mechanics is governed
by a linear differential equation, so if two wave-functions
ψ1 and ψ2 are solutions of the Schrödinger equation, even
their superposition (a linear combination) is a solution [14].
This fact is incredible in the sense of the common logic, i.e.
to think for example to an electron in a state of spin up and
down simultaneously. It is difficult to put into words what
mathematics indicates as possible. The collapse of the wavefunction leads to the cancellation of the initial superposition
[15].

One might think that superposition is a simple
mathematical tool, useful exclusively to calculate the
probabilities related to each single eigenstate, but
macroscopic superpositions have been observed in very
sophisticated experiments; they are not impossible to
see and, therefore, must be considered as existent [16]. If
superpositions really exist, why does it seem so difficult to
see them? An answer has been provided by the decoherence
theory and the continuous elimination of the superposition
of states could provide a time direction [17].
Entanglement is an extremely interesting and peculiar
aspect of quantum mechanics; it provides that the states
of two or more objects can be described in relation to
each other, even if they are separated by enormous spatial
distance, leading to an immediate action that contradicts the
fact that the speed with which the signals are transmitted
can not exceed the speed of light, i.e. 3×108 m/s increase size
in vacuum.

Quantum entanglement leads to holistic visions of
Nature; assuming that everything began with a space-time
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singularity called Big Bang, but even without a hypothetical
initial Big Bang, every single element of the universe would
be in correlation with any other, in a global interconnection
network. A measurement on an object would have
repercussions on all the others, independently by the
distance [18,19].

An experiment on a system here and now would have
repercussions on all systems throughout the universe; as a
consequence, at the level of analysis of the temporal flow,
the collapse of the wave-function, due to a measurement
that can provide irreversibility resulting by a time direction,
would automatically be accompanied by innumerable other
collapses, due to total entanglement, leading to a universal
time direction and to the natural disappearance of the
superposition of states [20-22].

Quantum Mechanics between Innovation
and Complexity

The theme of irreversibility plays a central role in the
debate on the challenge of complexity that led in recent
decades to talk of complex sciences. One of the focal points
characterizing the reflection on complexity concerns the
importance of the temporality of physical, biological and
social processes. This temporality has often been ignored in
favor of static visions, in which the flow of time is conceived
as a simple manifestation of a timeless necessity [23].

It was a sort of separation between observer and observed
system; the idea of the time’s run as a disturbance led to the
creation of experimental situations that remove any observer
influences as much as possible, considering processes that
could be described through symmetrical equations by time
inversion.
Thinking the macroscopic irreversibility as governed by
more fundamental microscopic laws, implies an assumption
that there would be a hierarchy of levels of reality, the first
of which is the smallest; all this has been challenged by
reflections on complexity [24].

As far as physical laws are concerned, we are seeing
that a clear division between observer and system cannot
be made, with the need for a physics that integrates within
itself the strength of a historical description; the historicity
of the physics laws follows from the request to not neglect
the observer through temporal processes, and therefore he
cannot ignore them. The observer, with his actions, modifies
the reality surrounding him.
Concerning the hierarchy of levels of reality, the complex
thinking has questioned the reductionist thought between
disciplines and within them, rejecting the idea that different

aspects of reality could be described by a single point of view,
more fundamental than others [25].

Prigogine’s approach does not replace classical and
quantum mechanics with a temporal reformulation of physics,
but joins traditional physics, trying to reach previously
inaccessible problems and to explain new phenomena. On a
hand, Prigogine sought an irreversibility independent by the
observer, on the other one he wanted to formulate a more
human physics, in the sense that time, i.e. history, could be
inscribed in the physical descriptions provided by theories.
These are two goals in some sense in contrast one with the
other, since it is difficult to distance the observer from the
theory for making it more human. Prigogine emphasized
also the delicacy of the concept of environment, in relation
to who establishes the distinction between an object and its
environment, queries that goes back to the analysis of the
problem of decoherence [26,27].
The irreversibility of quantum mechanics is manifested
in the probabilistic nature of its predictions. The constraint
as a possibility, fundamental idea of complex thought, is
strongly present in quantum theory, helped by chaos theory
as a representative theory of complex sciences.

Compared to chaos theory, quantum mechanics has less
orthodox characteristics (in the sense of classical physics).
Chaos theory describes a basic determinism, which however
does not lead to some predictions after a more or less long
time, due to the strong sensitivity to the initial conditions.
Quantum mechanics instead moves away from determinism
in a deeper and more fundamental way; it is intrinsically
probabilistic, even in the interpretations in which it has tried
to restore determinism, not simply tied to the basic equations
of the theory [28].
In the context of standard quantum mechanics, the
measurement opens the system to the potential possibilities
it carries, to the personal decision to measure some variables
and the actual implementation of this measurement; it is an
incredibly innovative theory from this point of view [29].

The indeterminism it describes is not an exclusively
mathematical fact; the possibility of knowing the probabilities
of the measurement outcomes through the knowledge of
the square modules of coefficients in the development of
the wave-function in the eigenstates of the observable, is a
question not linked only to formalism. These probabilities
become current after a measurement process.
In classical physics it does not happen; the system
assumes all values described by the equations of motion in
well-defined times, and speaking of measurement is therefore
superfluous. The measurement is necessary to physically
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know the value already predicted by the equations.
With quantum theory we cannot speak on a measurement
result if we do not associate the measurement itself; there
can be no knowledge of the system if there is no act that
physically makes man interacting with it. Also for this reason
it is a complex vision of Nature, which detaches itself from
the paradigms of classical physics and which has inscribed in
its essence the need for the presence of the observer to define
the values that an observable of the system can assume.
For classical physics, that is essentially mechanistic,
time does not have a decisive importance, because it reflects
a mechanical nature, independent by time; for quantum
mechanics it is more difficult to evade the importance of the
time direction. But the quantum flow of time is linked to the
choices and physical acts that the observer performs, so it
is possible to consider time as a psychological element, an
illusion, as Einstein argued. Time, read through the eyes of
quantum theory, becomes inevitably linked to the human
action and, conversely, our action develops over time, in a
continuous choice between different possibilities.

Even in the past (we can think for example to the work of
St. Augustine), the human being had admirably emphasized
that time is experienced, it is not a priori defined; for this
reason, time and human being cannot be divided. Precisely
because he lives, man produces a temporal unfolding that
leads him to a goal [30]. Quantum mechanics, in its various
interpretations, has managed to represent this idea better
than classical mechanics, also thanks to its indeterminism
closely linked to the act of measurement.
The difference between thermodynamics and quantum
mechanics, in addition to the domain of application and
the different mathematical formalism, lies in the role that
is given to the observer; from an active role, such as that of
the quantum observer, we move to a more classical role, i.e.
non-fundamental, of the thermodynamic observer. These are
qualitatively different times.

Our interaction with reality cannot be neglected, and
quantum mechanics states it clearly, not only with regard to
the inevitable perturbation of systems by the observer, but
also more deeply about our personal act of deciding which
observable to measure, and therefore how to expand the
wave-function. Therefore, just as the observer must be taken
into due consideration for the results of experiments, he
must also be taken into consideration with regard to the flow
of time.

Information, Complexity and Arrow of Time

The universe tends to degrade into a uniform state of
disorder known as thermal equilibrium. The astronomer

and philosopher Sir Arthur Eddington in 1927 cited the
progressive dispersion of energy as proof of an irreversible
arrow of time. But this arrow of time does not seem to follow
the basic laws of physics, that work in the same way both
forward and backward in time [31]. With quantum physics,
a more fundamental source for the arrow of time seems to
have emerged, due to the way in which elementary particles
intertwine when they interact, namely the effect of quantum
entanglement.
A line of research argued that objects reach equilibrium,
or a state of uniform distribution of energy, in a finite time and
in time scales proportional to their size, becoming quantum
mechanically entangled with the surrounding environment
[32]. The history of the arrow of time begins with the idea
of quantum mechanics that Nature is intrinsically uncertain.
An elementary particle lacks definite physical properties
and is only defined by the probability of being in various
states. Quantum uncertainty generates entanglement, which
could be the source of the arrow of time. When two particles
interact, they can no longer be described by themselves;
they become entangled components of a more complicated
probability distribution describing both particles together.
It is as if particles gradually lose their individual
autonomy for becoming elements of a collective state; these
correlations ultimately contain all the information, and the
individual particles none. The arrow of time would therefore
be an arrow of increasing correlations. Advances in quantum
computing is transforming quantum information theory into
one of the most active branches of physics [33].
Objects interact with the surrounding environment; as,
for example, particles of a liquid in a glass collide with the
air, the information of an object is dispersed out of it and we
find it spread over the whole environment, a kind of local
loss of information that we find globally in the surrounding
environment. Except for rare random fluctuations, its state
stops changing over time; consequently, the liquid in the
glass, once cooled, does not heat up spontaneously. This
statistical improbability would give to the arrow of time the
appearance of irreversibility.

The local decrease of information through quantum
entanglement brings the liquid into equilibrium with the
surrounding room, which balances itself with the external
environment, and this latter slowly balances itself with
the rest of the universe. The first creators of 19th century
thermodynamics interpreted this process as a gradual
dispersion of energy that increases the overall entropy, or
disorder, of the universe [34].
According to the point of view involving the entanglement,
information becomes more and more widespread, but does
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not disappear completely; even if it locally increases, overall
in the universe remains constant. The universe as a whole
would therefore be in a pure state, but with its individual
pieces, which are entangled one with each other, would be in
mixtures, therefore not in pure states. This type of approach
could help in understanding the fundamental limitations of
quantum computers and also about the ultimate fate of the
universe.

When we read a message on a piece of paper, the brain is
correlated with it through photons that reach the eyes; only
from then on we will be able to remember what the message
says. The present can therefore also be defined as the process
of becoming related to the environment.
Physics emphasizes that, despite great advances in
understanding how changes over time occur, no substantial
progress has been made in discovering the deep nature of
time and why it looks different, both perceptually and in the
equations, with respect to the three dimensions of space.

“Past Hypothesis”, Gravity and Arrow of
Time

An explanation, called “past hypothesis”, assumes that
the universe began with a particular state of low entropy,
and then progressively moved towards a state of greater
disorder [35]. According to this hypothesis, the arrow of
time can be attributed to a trend in the universe towards
greater confusion. But cosmological observations suggest
the opposite, namely an evolution from a very disordered
state of the past to the well-ordered structures we see today,
with galaxies, solar systems, humans, and so on.

A way to reconcile the second law of thermodynamics
with observations is to assume that, while matter in the
universe appears to have more order, the gravitational field
would increase in entropy, compensating the order of matter
so that global entropy is increasing. However, attempts to
define a notion of entropy for the gravitational field has so
far not yielded good results [36].
Furthermore, this hypothesis makes too many
unreasonable assumptions about the early universe, stating
that we are the result of a statistical fluke or an implausibly
special initial conditions of the universe, unsatisfactory
explanations from a scientific point of view.

A more satisfying explanation is related to the concept of
complexity. The universe is a structure whose complexity is
growing; our perception of time could be the result of a law
that determines an irreversible increase in complexity. By
connecting the arrow of time to the topological properties of
the universe, the growth of complexity would be accompanied

by a growth of local information and the problem of time is
so connected with the theory of information.

If the fundamental laws of Nature are invariant by
time reversal, i.e. time is symmetric, then the origin of the
thermodynamic asymmetry in time could lie in temporally
asymmetric boundary conditions. This conclusion would
follow even if the fundamental laws are not invariant by time
reversal.

None of the possible studied candidates for a unified
theory of Nature seem to involve the thermodynamic
arrow: string theory, canonical quantum gravity, quantum
field theory, general relativity, each of them allow solutions
without a thermodynamic arrow. So the universe could
have a thermodynamic arrow due, in whole or in part, to its
temporally asymmetrical boundary conditions.

Recent Advances on the Concept of Time

The Wheeler-deWitt equation and other proposals, as
the timeless path integral approach for relativistic quantum
mechanics, a fundamental level of physical reality based on
an invariant set postulate, and models of a non-dynamical
timeless space, suggest a timeless background space of
physics, and the fact that the duration of physical events
has not a primary existence. The view of time as emergent
quantity that measures the numerical order of material
changes brings to a interesting unifying re-reading.
Several authors suggest that the space background
of physical processes is timeless, namely time cannot be
considered a primary physical reality flowing on its own
in the universe. This research suggests that time can be an
emergent quantity, that measures the numerical order of
physical events. Also Einstein and Gödel considered the idea
of a timeless universe at the half of the 20th century.

The time of general relativity and that of quantum
theory are mutually incompatible, and this gave problems
in the attempts to unify these two theories into a unifying
framework. The problem of time has become one of the most
investigated topics in quantum gravity.
We can say that the two fundamental questions
concerning the features of time are as follows:
• if time is a fundamental quantity of Nature;
• how the clock’s time emerges in the experimental
description of dynamics.

To date, the fundamental idea is that the physical time
cannot be considered as a primary physical reality; the idea is
that, at a fundamental level, the background space of physics
is timeless, i.e. that the duration of physical events measured
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with clocks is an emergent quantity [37].

According to a recent line of approach, physical
processes do not take place in an idealized time and have no
duration on their own. In physical space, time is an emergent
mathematical quantity; with clocks we measure the speed
and the numerical order of material changes. Changes of
the state of universe and of the state of any physical system
can be considered the primary phenomena generating the
evolution of the universe. This evolution can be described
with the introduction of a mathematical parameter, providing
only the order of events.
Recent NASA measurements have confirmed that the
universe would be flat and infinite, with an infinite amount
of energy; the universe could be a non-created system in a
permanent dynamic equilibrium [38,39].

Conclusion

The human being has always placed his attention and
tried to understand the meaning of time, from its presence
in everyone’s daily life and in a more rigorous and deep way
through philosophy and science, mathematics and physics.
Physics has dealt and deal with the problem of time and its
technical language is mathematics. From classical physics,
time has placed its stamp in modern physics, involving
important key concepts such as decoherence, superposition,
entanglement, information theory and chaos theory. It is an
elusive concept and not yet fully defined and framed, even by
a strictly scientific point of view.
Recent interdisciplinary insights show that in physics
the concept of time is used in two different ways: as an outer
attribute of motion or as an implicit variable that measures
the inner evolution of a system. In the first case, time is a
label attached to the system, in the second one it is a quantity
informing about its intrinsic evolution. In both cases, time
measured with clocks cannot be considered as a primary
physical reality, but it is an emergent quantity indicating the
numerical order of material changes. Moreover, the duration
of a given material change requires the measurement of an
observer.
Therefore, in physics we can consider two kinds of times:
• a fundamental time, that is the numerical order of change
that exists independently by an observer;
• an emergent time, that is a duration of material change
and is originated by the measurement of an observer.
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